Rex Kralj champions innovation,
function and beauty with new
designs and a website relaunch
• Introducing pieces informed by the design principles of Niko Kralj, including
a new chair by Tom Fereday and a table by Mikal Harrsen
• Guest designers are a first for Rex Kralj, and coincide with a refreshed brand identity
• New collection debuts online in June 2020, concurrently with Rex Kralj’s
new website launch
PRESS RELEASE
Ljubljana, 24 June 2020 - Rex Kralj, founded in 2012 to
honour mid-century architect and designer Niko Kralj
(1920 - 2013), presents a refreshed brand identity
and new designs. This marks a new beginning for
the brand, who specializes in contemporary furniture
which is both functional and elegant.

for the brand who until now has relied exclusively on
Niko Kralj’s original sketches, designs and prototypes.
Additionally to the new furniture by Fereday and Harrsen,
Rex Kralj introduces expansions to the current lines of
classics originally designed by Niko Kralj.

Rex Kralj’s new collection demonstrates the brand’s
mission to deliver innovation, functionality and beauty.
The latest pieces carry on Niko Kralj’s humanistic
approach to modern industrial design, and his holistic
creative process.

All the new 2020 Rex Kralj pieces are developed to meet
present day market demands - a direction complemented
by a refreshed brand identity and a website overhaul.
The new furniture releases and company image will be
launched on Wednesday 24 June 2020 on the new
Rex Kralj website.

This year, Rex Kralj collaborates with two young,
passionate, international designers: Tom Fereday
(Australia) and Mikal Harrsen (Italy). This marks a first

The pieces are entirely made in Slovenia by local
craftspeople, who apply traditional techniques and
contemporary, sustainable production methods.

‘The digital collection launch format is
a natural way for us to connect with our
audience this year, says Rex Kralj CEO
and co-founder Žiga Vrhovec. We are
inspired by the legendary Niko Kralj,
his warmth and respect for human
beings. Rex Kralj’s creative spirit drives
us, as do our beautiful products, and
our firm belief that design matters.
We are passionate and ready to share
tomorrow’s joys and comforts with you.’
- Žiga Vhrovec, CEO & co-founder, Rex Kralj

Zelo collection by Tom Fereday

Ena Table by Mikal Harrsen

Demonstrating their shared passion for geometric shapes
and uncompromised comfort, Rex Kralj and Tom Fereday
join forces to introduce Zelo - a new iteration of the
celebrated Shell Chair in wire metal. Conceived in 1956
by Niko Kralj, the Shell Chair, originally made out of two
plywood panels, can be appreciated for both its elaborate
craftsmanship and subtle curves.

‘Clean simple lines and functionality define Ena, but with
a twist!’ explains Mikal Harrsen, whose Scandinavian
approach to materials and details made him a natural
choice for Rex Kralj to design the new table.

The new collection’s name derives from the word ‘zelo’
in Slovenian, meaning ‘highly’ or ‘immensely’, and
reflects Tom Fereday’s respect for Niko Kralj’s design
fundamentals. ‘The question ‘What would Niko Kralj do?’
is central to Zelo’s design process, adds Tom Fereday. The
new chairs are my take on a design classic, each with
its individual character, manufacturing technique and
outdoor furniture version.’
Zelo is made with the latest in metalworks techniques,
and 3D knitting technology for the cushions and pads.
The armrests for the armchair and barchair are made
out of solid acacia wood. The collection consists of a
stackable chair, an armchair and a barstool which comes
in two different heights. All Zelo versions are suitable for
both indoor- and outdoor use.

‘My passion for modernism and
geometrical elements is what connects
me to Niko Kralj, points out Mikal
Harrsen. ‘Ena’s design maintains purity
in forms, whilst the hook adds both a
practical and unexpected detail.’
- Mikal Harrsen, designer, Rex Kralj

Ena, meaning ‘one’ in Slovenian, stands on a single
linear leg in coated steel, with a strategically placed
hook for jackets and personal belongings. The tabletop
is constructed within a robust metal frame and comes in
various finishes, which can be customized according to
the table’s environment and the mood of the space. This
allows for Ena to be built in a sustainable fashion, with
minimal use of materials.
Ena’s slender structure is delicate yet remains functional;
the table is perfectly adaptable for both indoor and
outdoor use, either at home or at a stylish bar or
restaurant.

Design classics by Niko Kralj
In a continued effort to fulfill the potential of Niko Kralj’s
original designs, Rex Kralj introduces extensions to two of
the mid-century architect’s furniture lines. The additions
are designed by Bart Schilder, appointed in January 2019
as Rex Kralj’s first Art Director.
1960 Armchair and Bar Chair
1960 marks the year Niko Kralj was invited to teach at
the architecture department of the University of Ljubljana
(Slovenia). The namesake seating collection conceived by
Kralj, a strong advocate of functionalism, demonstrates
his eye for contrasts: the chair boasts both geometric
lines and smooth curves, it radiates modernity and yet is
classic in style.
The new 1960 Armchair and barchair continue Kralj’s
search for opposition. The textural armrests in plywood
add an angular element, while increasing the chair’s
comfort. The extended metal legs of the barstool
continue the geometrical play, but the seat and backrest
are organically inspired and serve an ergonomic purpose.
The barstool comes in two heights to provide the right
comfort for both bars and kitchens.

For further information, images requests or to
interview Žiga Vrhovec, Tom Fereday and
Mikal Harrsen please contact:
Guillaume Giraud, contact@rixnerpr.com
NOTES TO EDITORS
• All design classics by Niko Kralj, including the 1960
Armchair and 1960 Barstool and Mosquito Chair and
Mosquito Barstool are available from 24 June 2020.
Please visit www.rex-kralj.com for further information.
• A limited number of pieces from the Zelo collection
by Tom Fereday are available from 24 June 2020 in
powder-coated steel in black or white.
Please visit www.rex-kralj.com for further information.
• A limited number of the Ena Table by Mikal Harrsen are
available from 24 June 2020.
Please visit www.rex-kralj.com for further information.
• The 1960 Dining chair collections are also available
with offset upholstery for the seat and backrest,
in a variety of fabrics and leather.
• Niko Kralj’s biography is available upon request.
• All prices are available upon request.

Mosquito Chair and Bar Stool
By virtue of the seat’s winged form, the Mosquito Chair is
celebrated as one of Niko Kralj’s most inventive designs.
Composed in 1953 by Niko Kralj as his own take on
Eames’ molded plywood experiments, the Mosquito chair
went into production only recently thanks to the efforts
of Rex Kralj.
Today, the Mosquito Chair is re-invented as a barstool,
and its original version is updated with new color
variations true to Niko Kralj’s mid-century pallet:
vermillion red, leaf green and cobalt blue, all painted
on oak. The new versions of the chair retain the
original backrest in plywood, and the new barstools are
supplemented with a footrest in stainless steel.
‘Originally established as a tribute to Niko Kralj, 2020
sees Rex Kralj move towards becoming a brand with its
own character, adds Žiga Vrhovec. The new direction is
completed by a new logo; a play of contrasts formed by
angular elements to accompany the brand’s commitment
to function, innovation and beauty into a new decade.

ABOUT REX KRALJ
Rex Kralj was founded in 2012 to honour the design
principles of Slovenian mid-century architect Niko Kralj
(1920 - 2013). Co-founders Žiga Vrohvec and Tomaž
Sešlar named the brand after Kralj and his celebrated
Rex Chair, a highlight at MoMA’s 2018 exhibition about
the architecture of former Yugoslavia: Toward a Concrete
Utopia. Headquartered in Ljubljana (Slovenia), Rex Kralj
manages manufacturing operations across the country,
with a firm belief in local craftsmanship. The brand
is committed to offering a wide range of customized,
bespoke solutions to interior designers and architects.

www.rex-kralj.com
Instagram: @rexkralj | Facebook: Rex Kralj

